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Abstract
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other forms of assistance to beneficiaries to enable market-assisted transfers of
property rights from large landowners to the rural poor. Counterfactual outcomes
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program, and then non-parametrically matching beneficiaries to applicants that
are still in the pipeline to receive assistance. We find that land transfers associated
with LRAD lead to very strong benefits for program participants. Accounting for
heterogeneity in the length of exposure to the program, we estimate treatment
effects of the program that peak at approximately 275 Rand per capita monthly
consumption. Assuming a discount rate of 5%, this estimate translates to a dis-
counted gain in monthly per capita consumption of about 50% after three years
of exposure to the program.
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It has long been recognized that land inequality is an important contributing factor

in explaining growth patterns across countries (Alesina and Rodrik 1994). Land re-

forms aimed at changing the concentration of landholdings might therefore have a direct

positive effect on a country’s growth trajectory, and depending on the scarcity of land

in a given society, might also lead to reductions in poverty (Besley and Burgess 2000,

Moene 1992). Recent work has also shown that land reforms might also alter a country’s

growth trajectory indirectly. For example, Galor, Moav and Vollrath (2009), show that

land inequality could hamper the process of development by stifling the emergence of

institutions that promote the creation of human capital.

Alongside this macro evidence is a separate strand of work that motivates land

reforms on the basis of incentive problems that arise where labour has to be hired or

land rented: since smaller farms tend to be either owner-operated or family-owned,

their labour management needs tend to be marginal in comparison to larger farms. This

implies a lower unit-cost of labour for any given yield, while the total effort associated

with the labour input will generally be higher because the full marginal product of effort

accrues to the person actually doing the work.1 The considerable empirical literature

demonstrating an inverse relationship between farm size and productivity is consistent

with this incentive-based motivation for land reforms.2

However the interpretation of the existing evidence is far from clear-cut. On the

macro-level, much of the evidence is derived from cross-country growth regressions, so

questions of data comparability and differences in historical legacies across societies con-

found causal interpretation. On the micro-level, linking the inverse size-efficiency rela-

tionship to specific reforms requires detailed information about the institutional context

of each set of reforms. Since the institutional innovations giving rise to land reforms

are usually non-random events, the range of options for identifying impacts are usually

restricted to non-experimental methods. For example, recent advances in the use of

randomized control-trials as a means of correcting for self-selectivity issues are automat-

ically ruled out because a classic land reform, by which we mean a large-scale transfer

of ownership from the rich to the poor, either in the form of expropriation or market

compensation, is usually the result of complex institutional shifts. To date, no country

has enacted a classic land reform in a way that would be amenable to study by means

of a randomized control-trial.

Thus, most studies that have attempted to estimate the impact of specific reforms

1See the review in Bardhan, Bowles and Gintis (2000). Also see Bardhan (1989), Legros and Newman
(1996), Moene (1992), Mookherjee (1997), Shetty (1988), Banerjee, Gertler and Ghatak (2002).

2See for example Berry and Cline (1979), Carter (1984), Shaban (1987), Rosenzweig and Binswanger
(1993), Binswanger, Deininger and Feder (1995), and Lipton, Eastwood and Newell (2009).
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rely on non-experimental methods. Recent work has tended to be dominated by the

Indian experience, perhaps reflecting the fact that land reforms have been a major

thrust of post-idependance efforts there to tackle rural poverty. However, much of this

work does not deal with outright transfers of land to the poor. For example, Banerjee et

al. (2002) show that the West Bengal tenancy reforms of the late 1970s led to dramatic

increases in agricultural productivity in the decades following these reforms. However,

as Bardhan and Mookherjee (2008) have shown, it is unclear whether these impacts can

be interpreted solely in terms of the effects resulting out of changes in the incentive

structures embedded in share-tenancy contracts. Key to their argument is that since

the first-best contract is always outright ownership of the land, if the behavior of labour

tenants are altered as a consequence of a reform in the laws governing rent-extraction by

landlords, and if there is a general equilibrium effect induced by a spill-over from tenant

to owner-cultivated farms, then it would be unclear what part of the x-efficiency gain

could be attributed to the reform itself.3 The fact that most of the major Indian land

reforms are not outright transfers means that one has to interpret this evidence with a

certain amount of caution.

This paper is part of the same broad research agenda, but with a focus on a some-

what unique land transfer programme in South Africa – the Land Redistribution for

Agricultural Development Programme – which does affect outright transfers from large

landholders to landless farm workers and labour tenants. We adopt a quasi-experimental

design to deal with the self-selectivity of the programme. We exploit features of the im-

plementation of the programme that create an element of randomness about when pro-

gram applicants actually become program beneficiaries. Counterfactual outcomes for

non-beneciary households are derived by non-parametrically matching applicants from

the LRAD pipeline to LRAD beneciaries.

We find that land transfers associated with LRAD lead to very strong welfare gains

for program participants. Accounting for heterogeneity in the length of exposure to the

program, we find asymptotic treatment effects of 20-30%, which translate to an annual

return that is sufficiently high to offset the upfront direct costs per household within

three years.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 1, we present a brief outline of the

3They note that in order to interpret this evidence as impacts on sharecropping distortions, one
would need to separately identify effects for owner-cultivators from effects for labour-tenants, or compare
outcomes between Barga districts with high and low registration rates where the conduits for a general
equilibrium effect are held constant. See Banerjee et al. (2002), Bardhan and Mookherjee (2008) on
the tenancy reforms of West Bengal and Banerjee and Iyer (2005) for an analysis of the legacy left by
pre-independance land tenure arrangements.
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LRAD program as well as the most salient features of the approval process, since our

identification strategies rely directly on an understanding of how LRAD works. In

section 2, we outline the main methodological approach of the paper, starting with

a characterization of why traditional matching approaches are insufficient. We then

discuss how we combined various features of the LRAD approval process to construct

a quasi-experimental non-parametric matching approach that better deals with latent

heterogeneity of the applicant pool. The final part of this section then outlines how

average treatment effects are identified under this framework. Section 3 then moves on

to a description of the data we used in modeling the selection probability, while section

4 presents estimates of the average treatment effects. In section 5, we delve further into

the interpretation of these average treatment effects by considering the implications of

latent heterogeneity among the treatment group. Concluding remarks are then offered

in section 6.

1 The LRAD Program

1.1 Background

The active dispossession of the land rights of South Africas majority population was a

cornerstone of colonial policy in South Africa and the apartheid era that followed. Con-

sequently, it is not surprising that the first democratically elected government brought

forward a land reform rhetoric and agenda in 1994. Ironically, the very thoroughness

of dispossession had all but eliminated the conventional peasant smallholder class that

was the economic focal point of land reform in other countries. In South Africa of the

mid-1990s, land reform was consequently pursued as a restitution of legal rights, with

lesser attention to securing the economic benefits typically associated with land reform

efforts. The result, perhaps predictably, was an ineffective program that met with slug-

gish uptake. Reacting to this reality, the South African government overhauled its land

reform program in 2001 with the creation of the Land Redistribution for Agricultural

Development (LRAD) program.

1.2 How LRAD Works

Styled on the so-called market-assisted land reform model, LRAD was intended to pro-

vide land to individuals with an interest in farming. The program works on the basis

of a grant that is awarded to beneficiaries on a sliding scale, depending on the amount
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of the applicants’ own contributions. In practice, grants are pooled into a fund that

is administered on behalf of the beneficiaries by the state or a project formed by the

prospective beneficiaries. These funds are then used to purchase land, which is then

transferred to the beneficiaries. Since an understanding of the LRAD pipeline is cen-

tral to our identification strategy, we briefly outline the key stages of approval of an

application.

1.3 Stages in the LRAD Pipeline

1.3.1 Project Registration

The first stage in the LRAD approval process is registration of applications to the

program. Once an application is submitted, a state appointed official (hereafter referred

to as the “planner”) does a needs assessment by visiting the site on which the applicants

live as well as the land they have applied to purchase (which need not coincide with

the the current place of occupancy of the applicants). Once the application has been

verified, the application is “registered” as as candidate land redistribution project.

1.3.2 Approval of Planning Grant

Stage 2 begins when the planner requests the district line authority of the land affairs

department to release a nominal sum of money to begin developing a proposal on behalf

of the applicants. The funds are meant to be used to commission various specialised

activities that will culminate in a portfolio of sorts that will ultimately be used by the

planner both to negotiate a purchase price for the land, as well as to serve as a basis for

the deliberation that will occur over final approval of the application. Examples of such

activities are valuations, soil assessments, quantity surveys, and business plans.

1.3.3 Preparation of Project Identification Report

Once these commissioned studies start to materialize, the planner begins to work with

the applicants in an effort to iterate towards a workable proposal which will ultimately

be submitted to the state as background motivation for the application. This proposal

preparation stage is an important process that is handled through a series of workshops

between relevant role-players and culminates in the preparation of a document called

the project identification report (PIR), which summarizes the merits of the application.

The existence of this document is an important milestone in the approval process as it

signals that the applicants have a strong enough interest and background in farming to
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have warranted the release and expenditure of state resources to begin making the case

for the grant.

1.3.4 Approval by District Screening Committee

In stage 4, the planner then submits this document to a district-level screening commit-

tee (DSC) of the land affairs department. The primary purpose of the DSC is to vet

applications so as to improve their likelihood of approval when submitted for considera-

tion to the provincial grants approval committee (PGAC), which is the the main body

tasked with granting final approval of the application. This body has broad represen-

tation from all role players including officials from the agriculture department, surveyor

general’s office and local municipalities. The role of the DSC is to pre-screen applications

before they are passed on for final approval by the PGAC in stage 5.

1.3.5 Final Transfer by Provincial Grants Approval Committee

Once an application has been approved by the DSC, a formal request to designate the

land for redistributive purposes is made. At this stage a quasi-legal document called the

“designation memo” is prepared, which is what the provincial grants approval committee

deliberates over when making their final decision. This document must ultimately be

signed by the directors general and ministers of land affairs and agriculture. A key

hurdle of these meetings that applications usually have to overcome is that there must

be complementarity around basic service provision (roads, irrigation, electrification),

before the PGAC gives its final approval.

The above process conveys the sense in which land reform in South Africa is both

market-assisted and state-negotiated. While in practice this process tends to vary by

province in terms of the details, the broad stages outlined above tend to be fairly stan-

dardised.

2 Estimating the Impact of LRAD

2.1 The LRAD Evaluation Problem

An unbiased assessment of the impact of LRAD requires that we make some type of

inference about what the outcomes of the participants of this program would have been

had they not participated. Denote with y1 an outcome of household i when it owns

land and denote y0, when it does not own land. We are interested in what difference the
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transfer of land is likely to have on the outcome of interest i.e., the difference ∆ = y1−y0.

The problem is that we only observe either y1 or y0 for each household, so we can never

know ∆.

Now let D = 1 denote households who applied to LRAD and were accepted into the

program and let D = 0 denote households who are not participants of the program. We

observe outcomes for both D = 1 and D = 0 households. Further, let x denote a vector

of observed characteristics of the household. The most basic parameter of interest that

we wish to estimate is the average treatment effect on the treated:

ATT = E(∆|x, D = 1)

= E(yi − y0|x, D = 1) (1)

= E(y1|,x, D = 1)− E(y0|x, D = 1)

The presence of the second term in the last line of equation 1 summarizes the key

identification problem that must be solved. By restricting attention to the D = 1 sub-

population, and then randomizing assignment to the treatment group, one obtains a

control group whose outcomes in the D = 0 state serve as the counterfactual outcome,

while the mean outcomes of households in the D = 1 group (denoted the treatment

group) serves an estimate of first term. The key problem to be overcome in our context

is that we do not have a randomized-out control group from the D = 1 sub-population

with which to impute a counterfactual mean outcome.

2.2 Why Traditional Matching is Not a Solution

Matching treatment households to control households on the basis of x is one way to

proxy for the missing counterfactual E(y0|x, D = 1). The basic idea is to pair each

treatment household with a household from the control group deemed to be observably

similar in x, and then take the average difference in outcomes between each pairing to

give the effect of LRAD on the average treated household.

The ideal approach would be to match households directly on their characteristics.4

However, exact matching is often not practical, firstly because some of the conditioning

variables might be continuous and secondly because x might be of large dimension.5 A

4Angrist (1998) provides a good illustration.
5In principal, E(y1|D = 0,x) could be estimated nonparametrically, but as is well known, convergence

can be hard if x is of very large dimension. One workaround to this problem is to split the sample
into mutually exclusive bins and match within these bins, but then one has to contend with empty cell
problems. For example, if x contains just five covariates (as does our most parsimonious specification
of the propensity score regression) and we split the sample into quintiles, then we would need 55 = 3125
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standard non-experimental alternative to exact matching is the technique of propensity

score matching (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983, Heckman, Ichimura and Todd 1997a, Hahn

1998). Under this approach, one tries to reduce the dimensionality of the problem by

matching against a scalar index or propensity score – i.e., the predicted probabilities

that are computed from a regression where the outcome variable is a binary indicator of

treatment. Formally, we can define the propensity score as the conditional probability

of receiving the land (i.e., where D = 1), given x:

p(x) = Pr(D = 1|x) = E(D|x) (2)

Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) provide a result (theorem 2) which establishes that if

matching directly on x is an appropriate way of removing selection bias, then matching

on p(x) is equally appropriate. Specifically, they showed that the distribution of the

covariates for treatment households and control households will be the same once one

has conditioned on the propensity score (i.e., outcomes will be independent of treat-

ment assignment, so treatment assignment is “strictly ignorable”). If interest centers

on the average treatment effect, then strict ignobility can be replaced with the weaker

assumption of conditional mean independence:

E(y0|x, D = 1) = E(y0|x, D = 0) = E(y0|x) (3)

Implementing propensity score matching requires that the right set of covariates

be chosen such that conditional mean independence is satisfied. A major drawback

of this approach is that there is no resolved method for choosing among possible sets

of variables. There is however some evidence from replication studies to suggest that

a greater set of controls leads to a reduction in the bias that is likely when not all

the relevant factors influencing selection into treatment are controlled for.6 However, a

mechanical approach whereby one tries to include the most exhaustive set of covariates

available can often be a double-edged sword. Under conditional mean independence,

matching on the propensity score must balance the data. While there are a range of

tests to check for the balancing property, these tests are more informative about how

to go about picking the correct functional form for a specific set of regressors, rather

control group observations, and this number rises to 100000 if one matches within deciles instead. See
Cochran (1968) and Rosenbaum (2004) for more on this technique.

6By “replication study” we mean a study where an estimate of E(y0|x, D = 1) from a randomised-out
control group of the D = 1 sub-population serves as a benchmark against which non-experimentally
derived counterfactuals are compared. See for example Heckman, Ichimura, Smith and Todd (1998)
and Smith and Todd (2005) for the results of recent studies of job-training programs in the USA.
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than how to choose between alternative sets of regressors (Smith and Todd 2005).7 If

one simply chooses the most exhaustive set of regressors that maximizes the prediction

rate, say according to the hit-or-miss criterion, this might be at the cost of balancing

the covariates.8 Matching on the propensity score alone therefore does not necessarily

solve the identification problem.9

2.3 Pipeline Matching

There is little by way of formal theory to guide our choice of variables in modeling a

household’s selection probability into an asset transfer program, unlike programs di-

rected at human capital outcomes, which can draw on theoretical insights from models

of individual labour supply. This is especially a problem for an asset transfer program

like LRAD which is highly self-selective by design. To deal with this issue, we aug-

ment propensity score matching by drawing on features of the design of the LRAD

program in order to establish identification. Key to our identification strategy is a

quasi-experimental sampling strategy that was aimed at reflecting important features of

the LRAD approval pipeline in order to guide our choice of covariates in controlling for

self-selection into the program. We term this approach pipeline matching.

2.3.1 Screening

We start by adopting a quasi-experimental survey design. Our ultimate aim is to match

beneficiary households in the LRAD program (D=1) to households that had applied to

the LRAD program (D=0), but that had not yet become beneficiaries at the time of being

interviewed; i.e., they are in the pipeline to receive land through LRAD. This type of

“pipeline” design was popularized by PROGRESA/Oportunidadas, but in that instance,

a randomly chosen control group was delayed the benefits of the program. When the

timing of treatment is not randomly assigned by the researcher, identification requires

further assumptions. One possibility is to look for randomness in the the roll-out of the

program as a source of exogenous variation in the timing of treatment (Chase 2002).

However, even under this type of identification strategy, one still has to ensure that there

is random (or universal) take-up of the program, conditional on availability.

7For example, Dehejia and Wahba (2002) present an algorithm that is based on Theorem 2 of
Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983). See Eichler and Lechner (2002) for an alternative approach.

8The hit or miss method to maximize the within sample correct prediction rate counts as a correct
prediction ˆp(x) > ˜p(x). If one assumes a symmetric loss function, then it is natural to set ˜p(x) = 0.5.
See Heckman et al. (1998) for an example.

9See Heckman, Ichimura, Smith and Todd (1996), Heckman et al. (1997a), Heckman et al. (1998),
and Smith and Todd (2005) for more on these issues.
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In the context of LRAD, neither of these conditions hold. The LRAD program was

rolled out simultaneously nation-wide, and each application is subjected to an extensive

administrative screening process. Ensuring that the timing of treatment is randomly de-

termined therefore requires a comparison of households at a similar stage in the pipeline.

The most direct way of doing this would be to select from among the subset of applicants

for whom D=0, those applicants that have a high probability of successfully obtaining

land through LRAD; i.e., to manually screen out applications for whom Pr(D = 1) ∼ 0.10

We began by constructing sampling frames comprising listings of all households that

had either applied for or that had received land through the LRAD programme. The

programme is implemented at the farm level, so the sampling follows a multi-stage

design, where the farm currently occupied (control group) or owned (treatment group)

represents stage 1 of the sampling design.11 A random sample of farms with probability

proportional to the number of beneficiary or applicant households on the farm was drawn

from each sampling frame.

In stage 2, the sampled applicants were subjected to a screening process in order

to gauge the status of each application. The basic idea was to simulate the actual

LRAD screening process entailed in the five stages outlined in section 1.2. As the

discussion in section 1.3 made clear, our study of the LRAD administrative process

strongly suggests that passing the stage 4 milestone tends to be a key predictor of

admission into the program, because by that stage several levels of screening will have

already taken place, and all that would have remained is for final approval to be given by

the provincial authorities. The “designation memo” measures whether an application

successfully navigated stage 4 of the approval process. We therefore checked for the

existence of this document for applicants in the LRAD pipeline that had been sampled

for study. Where this type of documented evidence of stage 4 traversal could not be

located, we interviewed LRAD program staff and delved further into archived PIRs of

applicants so as to establish a timeline of milestones that would have been achieved

as the application neared final approval. Ultimately, if we determined that a sampled

application had not passed stage 4 of the approval process, a replacement applicant was

found that did meet this criteria. The third and final stage of sampling happens at the

farm level. For sampled treatment farms as well as control group farms that had survived

10One added benefit of manually screening out applications in this manner is that it serves to attenuate
common-support problems between the empirical propensity score densities for the D = 1 and D = 0
samples. We return to this discussion in section 2.4.

11Applicants are usually farm workers or labour-tenants who have applied to the LRAD programme
to purchase the land which they farm, or are subsistence farmers who wish to purchase a subdivision
of a neighbouring or nearby farm.
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the screening process, a random sample of households was then drawn and interviewed.

2.3.2 Matching

Our pipeline comparison would be valid if we could show that the timing of treatment

is random conditional on application. In the context of LRAD, this requirement has

two implications: (i) that the LRAD control group not be comprised of applications

with very low probabilities of approval; and (ii) that once approved, the timing of the

actual transfer of the land itself be random. The first requirement is automatically

met because we screened out applications that had not passed the district screening

committee (i.e., stage 4 of the approval process).12 However, the second requirement

cannot be guaranteed by stage-4 screening alone, and therefore requires that we match

households on the basis of the propensity score.13

In deciding which covariates to include in the propensity score regression, our ap-

proach was again informed by lessons learned through our qualitative interviews with

the staff of the LRAD program. A variety of factors emerged during our discussions

with implementers of the program that seemed relevant to why an application could be

delayed between stages 4 and 5 of the approval pipeline. However, for the purposes of

estimating an average treatment effect, what matters is only that we capture variables

that affect the timing of approval in a non-random fashion. Below we outline the most

salient reasons for a delay categorized according to whether they are likely to bias our

estimates of impact.

Random Factors: Two key reasons were frequently cited by program staff for why

there might be a delay between stages 4 and 5. Firstly, there could be a competing

claim for the land offered up by the seller. For example, a fairly frequent occurrence is

where the land that is offered up for sale by the current landowner turns out to be the

subject of a legal dispute between the seller and third-party descendants of previously

dispossessed individuals under Apartheid.14 Secondly, the seller might withdraw from

12Recall that our study of the LRAD administrative process revealed this hurdle to be a strong
predictor of successfully completing stage 5 (which is when formal approval by the provincial authorities
is granted).

13Ideally, one would want to randomly delay treatment to a subset of applications that pass stage
5, but this was not an option that could easily be motivated when LRAD was launched. The Land
Affairs Department was grossly under-achiving its target of redistributing a third of all arable land at
the time LRAD was launched and therefore was under-spending. This fact immediately rules out cost
motivations for randomizing roll-out.

14Forced removals under Apartheid had devastating consequences in both urban and rural areas.
A major thrust of the Mandela-era land reforms focused on restoring the rights of the previously
dispossessed to their descendants. This program, known as the “restitution” program, was terminated
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the agreement at the last minute as a strategy to renegotiate pertinent terms of the

agreement such as the selling price. In probing specific examples where such events had

taken place, it became clear that although not infrequent, these reasons for a delay in

approval had little, if anything, to do with beneficiary characteristics. Given this fact,

and the near impossibility of measuring such occurrences within acceptable margins of

error for our sample, we do not attempt to control for them.

Potentially Non-Random Factors: Failure to control for the above factors will not

confound our estimates of impact. However, there might be other factors related to the

characteristics of the applicants that might account for the delay of final approval. The

most important of these relates to the date on which an application is lodged. Since the

roll-out of LRAD happened simultaneously on a national level, one has to be concerned

about why some applicants decide to apply to the program later than others. Moreover,

the application date might operate non-linearly with beneficiary characteristics. This is

of concern since the screening process is a largely subjective exercise that is governed by

the procedures of the LRAD approval process. The staff of the LRAD program therefore

have to find a way to operationalize these procedures, which means there is bound to be

some degree of error in the system in the sense that (not obviously) weak applications

slip through the stage 4 screening process.

We resolve this final identification issue by applying propensity score matching, since

we observe the date on which every application was lodged and can easily proxy for the

most pertinent characteristics that emerged as relevant in what the DSC use to screen

out weak applications in stage 4. Identification is therefore achieved if we can show that

mean conditional independence holds once we have matched on the propensity score in

this way.

2.4 Estimation of Average Impacts

A variety of matching methods have been proposed in the evaluation literature.15 The

main choice turns on how much information from the control group to use in defining

a match for each treated household. Our approach is motivated by recent findings

at the end of of the 1990’s. However, many of the claims made under that program have proved to be
quite complex to resolve. Cases are usually held by a special court set up to hear such disputes, which,
in some instances can end up never being fully resolved. The overhang of this program, and the fact
that the bureaucratic structures that handle these claims operate somewhat separately from programs
like LRAD, often lead to situations where much progress can be made on an LRAD application, only
to discover that the PGAC has to withhold final approval until the outcome of the dispute is resolved
in the land claims court.

15See for example, Frölich (2004), Zhao (2004) and Smith and Todd (2005).
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concerning the performance of some of the more popular choices in replication studies.

Ultimately, our preferred estimates are those which are derived non-parametrically, but

we also present estimates based on the more commonly used method of nearest-neighbour

matching.

Following Smith and Todd (2005), we start by denoting Sp as the region of common

support of p̂(x) between the D = 1 and D = 0 distributions. Let N1 denote the set of

households that have already received land through LRAD, and let N0 denote the set

of households still awaiting final approval (i.e., households that have passed stage 4 of

the approval process). Now denote as n1 the number of treated households falling into

the common support region of the estimated propensity score density; i.e., the number

of households falling into the set N1 ∩ Sp. The general form of our matching estimator

is then given by

δ = (n1)−1
∑

i∈N1∩Sp

(
y1i − Ê(y0i|Di = 1, pi(x))

)
= (n1)−1

∑
i∈N1∩Sp

(
y1i −

∑
j∈N0

ω(i, j)y0j

)
(4)

where i ∈ N1 ∩ Sp denotes the ith treated household in the common-support region

for which we seek a match. The second term in this expression serves as a matched

substitute for the outcomes of a randomized-out household of the treatment group,

where the imputed counterfactual outcome is taken as a weighted average (given by∑
j∈N0

ω(i, j)y0j) of the outcomes for a set of possible matches. This matching set is

given by Ai = {j ∈ N0|pj(x) ∈ C(pi(x))}, where c(pi(x)) defines a neighborhood around

each estimated propensity score for households in the treatment group, so that a jth

match from the N0 sample is drawn for every ith treated household if this jth control

group household falls within the neighborhood.

A widely used method of constructing a matched counterfactual for every i ∈ N1∩Sp
is to pick a jth control group household that satisfies both j ∈ N0|pj ∈ C(pi), and that

has the smallest Euclidean distance to i; i.e.,

Ai(p(x)) = {pj(x)|min
j
||pi(x)− pj(x)||} (5)

Note that it must be the case that
∑
ω(i, j) = 1. The most restrictive implementation

of this approach sets ω(i, j) = 1 when j ∈ Ai(p(x)), and ω(i, j) = 0 when j 3 Ai(p(x)),

so that we select a single match from the N0 sample and match it against a single

household from the N1 sample. A more efficient implementation would involve more
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than one nearest neighbor (for example the set C(pi(x)) might contain five members),

but this comes at the cost of greater bias since equal weight would be given to these five

nearest neighbors.

A better approach therefore, is to match non-parametrically using a kernel-weighted

average over multiple households in the control group, with declining weights for poorer

matches (Heckman et al. 1998, Heckman et al. 1997a). In this instance the formula for

the mean impact of LRAD remains as in equation 4, but the weight given to the jth

control group household in matching it to the ith treated household is determined by a

kernel function of the form

ω(i, j) = K

(
pj(x)− pi(x)

hn

)
/K

(
pk(x)− pi(x)

hn

)
(6)

where K is a kernel function and hn is a bandwidth parameter.16 This method has

the benefit of using the entire sample for each prediction with decreasing weights for

more distant observations, where the rate of decline of these weights is determined by

the specific functional form chosen for K. In practice, the choice of functional form for

K tends to be less important that the choice of bandwidth. In our empirical estimates,

we check that our average treatment effect δ is robust to bandwidth specification and

kernel choice.

Although our approach is quasi-experimental, the sampling design we employ is

choice-based. Usually this design feature can be accommodated through the construction

of sampling weights.17 However, in the case of our study, the true sampling weights are

unknown. This is because both the control group and treatment group sampling frames

contained many listings with missing information on the number of applicants at the

farm level (which was the first stage of sampling). This information was needed because

the design was meant to be self-weighted at the farm level. In some cases, correcting

for this missing information could only be done through cell-median imputation. These

imputations potentially distort the sampling weights, thus exacerbating the choice-based

nature of our quasi-experimental sampling strategy.

To correct for this problem, instead of matching directly on the propensity score, we

match on the log of the odds ratio (i.e., ln[p(x)/(1−p(x)]. As Heckman and Todd (2009)

have shown, since the odds ratio that is estimated using incorrect weights is a scalar

16We assume this kernel function is symmetric around zero and integrates to one. In estimating this
kernel, we experiment with a range of functional forms, but we benchmark against the Guassian kernel
function, which is given by K = (

√
2π)−1/2 exp(−s2/2)

17See Manski and Lerman (1977) for more on the consequences of choice-based sampling in the context
of logistic regression.
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multiple of the true odds ratio, and because the odds-ratio is a monotonic transformation

of the propensity score, one can still match on the (log) of the odds ratio without needing

to re-weight the estimated average treatment effects. Thus instead of using equation 6

for constructing our kernel weighted counterfactual outcomes for each i, we use

ω(i, j) = K

(
pj(xβ)− pi(xβ)

hn

)
/K

(
pk(xβ)− pi(xβ)

hn

)
(7)

where x is a 1×k vector of covariates, and β is the k×1 coefficient vector representing

the estimated parameters of table 2. In practice, the index xβ is evaluated at the sample

means shown in table 1.

3 Data Description

The final sample comprises 1650 households, of which 448 households are in the treat-

ment group and 1202 households are post-stage 4 control group households. Table 1

shows the means and standard deviations of the key variables used in our analysis.

Since we are interested in measuring the impact of LRAD on poverty, our welfare metric

of choice is monthly per capita consumption.18 We explicitly choose not to use a binary

indicator of poverty status since this is a less efficient way of defining poverty outcomes

when working with quasi-experimental data designs (Ravallion 2008).19

Table 1 shows that mean consumption in treatment households is R127.04 higher

than the control group mean consumption, and this difference is significant at the 1%

level. If we rely solely on the pipeline design of our survey as well as the assumption

that screening out pre-stage 4 applications solves the selection bias problem, then this

difference can be attributed to the effect of the program. However, as we argued earlier,

it is possible that the screening misses some important dimensions of self-selection. To

adequately control for these additional dimensions, we construct variables that could

proxy for the processes that appeared to matter qualitatively in the screening processes

discussed above.

A key variable that justifies our use of the propensity score approach is application

date, which measures the number of days elapsed from the date of application to the

LRAD program, to the date on which the household was first interviewed. Controlling

18We have also conducted our analysis using alternative deflators of household consumption than
household size, such as the number of adult-equivalents in the household, estimated using Engel’s
method. These alternate forms of normalization do not change any of our substantive conclusions or
interpretations, so we only report results for per-capita consumption.

19We also do not normalise expenditure by a poverty line, because there is some controversy in the
case of South Africa as to which is the most appropriate line to use (Woolard and Leibbrandt 2007).
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for this variable is key to identifying treatment effects through a pipeline design since it

offers a direct way of controlling for differences in applicant characteristics that might

cause a non-random delay of treatment. Table 1 shows that, as one would expect in a

pipeline design, treatment households applied earlier than control group households.20

Another key variable is transfer date, which measures the number of days elapsed

between the date of admission into the LRAD program and the date of interview.21

This variable will be important in extending the propensity score approach to better

understand the time path of the LRAD program, which is a subject we take up in section

5. As the table indicates, the average treated household has spent approximately 2 years

and 8 months in the program.

We also construct a range of additional variables to be used as controls in propensity

score regressions to follow, because they describe some aspect of program structure or

emphasis that appeared to be practically relevant in passing stage-4 of the screening

process. The variable family labor refers to the number of household members involved

in farming activities. Since the LRAD program targets agricultural activity in the first

instance, this variable is likely to feature prominently in predicting selection into the

treatment group, as is the variable mean farming experience, which measures the average

farming experience of across household members. Likewise, the variable Household head

is male is likely to be important as LRAD emphasizes the targeting of women.

Interestingly, gender, education, and a revealed preference to move in order to gain

20An alternate way of controlling for non-randomness in the timing of treatment is by measuring the
length of time spent in the pipeline; i.e., by taking the difference transfer date – application date. As
discussed earlier, our qualitative work included extensive interviews with the district-level staff of the
LRAD program involved with actual implementation. During these discussions it was often reported
that it can take up to 6 months before a “good” application can be approved. If the approval process
proceeds smoothly, then transfer of the land often happens more or less predictably. However, our
interviews with LRAD staff also revealed that the longer an application takes to meet these milestones,
the less likely it is that the sale agreement will be signed by the seller. If these qualitative insights hold
true on average for all applicants, we would expect the length of time spent in the “pipeline” to vary
negatively with a household’s probability of being in the treatment group. While we do not report these
results, we have conducted our entire analysis with this variable instead. These unreported estimates
are somewhat larger than our preferred estimates reported below, but both sets of results are consistent
in sign and significance levels.

21We do not actually observe the date of approval in the survey. However, it is possible to proxy it
with the question “When did [. . .] first receive a grant from the Department of Land Affairs?”. The grant
referred to in the question relates to the notional grant a beneficiary receives to enact the purchase of
the land which they (the beneficiaries) will eventually own. The grant itself is notional because in most
instances it is never actually paid over to beneficiaries, but instead is kept in a government administered
trust account until the date of transfer of the land from the seller to the LRAD beneficiaries. We assume
that a household had not been a grant recipient prior to the date given as an answer to this question.
While this possibility is not specifically precluded by the LRAD program rules, our qualitative work on
the approval process suggests that such occurrences are not likely to be practically important as they
are extremely rare.
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approval all appear to be statistically significant in separating the treated from control

group households, as is evidenced by the low p-values of a test of equality of means for

these variables. To explore these issues further, the next section uses these variables to

estimate the probability of being treated.

4 Empirical Estimates

4.1 Modeling the Probability of Treatment

We model the probability of selection into the treatment group parametrically by running

a logit regression. The dependent variable takes a value of 1 if a household is in the

treatment group, and a value of 0 if it is in the control group and has passed stage 4

of the approval process. Table 2 shows two specifications of the logit regression. The

first specification contains a parsimonious list of regressors, whereas the second contains

additional controls and a more flexible specification.

The signs of the variables in the parsimonious regression can be read off the table

directly, and are informative in terms of understanding the screening process of LRAD.

Two immediately noticeable features, already highlighted by the descriptive statistics, is

that the apparent targeting of women by the LRAD program does not seem to be borne

out by the data, since female-headed households have a lower probability than male-

headed households of gaining admission into the program. Another interesting finding is

the role of farming experience. In the parsimonious specification, this variable appears

insignificant, which would accord with our intuitions about the LRAD screening process:

individuals with little or no farming experience would be screened out prior to stage 4

so it is not surprising that this variable turns out to be insignificant in the propensity

score regression. Yet, it would be reasonable to conjecture that the effect of farming

experience and other characteristics of the applicant like education affect the selection

probability non-linearly.

The second specification of the propensity score regression lends credence to this

suspicion. While the direction of the effects of education and farming experience are

not as readily apparent because of the non-linear specification, it is clear that both of

these variables combine non-linearly with the timing of entry into the applicant pool to

significantly affect the treatment probability. This specification also dominates more par-

simonious specifications (including several not reported here) in separating the treated

from the control households, with a prediction rate of 76.36%.

A key result from modeling the treatment probability in this way is shown in figure 1,
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which depicts the supports of the estimated log-odds ratio. This figure allows a graphical

assessment of the common-support assumption that is required for use of matching

estimators. Figure 1 clearly shows considerable overlap in supports for parts of each of

the two empirical densities with greatest concentrations of mass. Moreover, it is clear

that even at very high probabilities (log-odds of over 1.5 say), there are more than a

handful of observations in the control group. Thus, our binary treatment estimator that

matches households non-parametrically over this space will generate treatment effects

that are valid for virtually the full support of our matched sample.

4.2 Balancing Tests

Conditional mean independence is predicted on being able to show that the covariates

are well balanced, conditional on the propensity score. This balancing property of the

propensity score requires that

x ⊥ Di|p(x) = E(D|x, p(x)) = E(D|p(x)) (8)

Practically speaking, this property of the propensity score implies that we need to make

sure that the control group and beneficiary group are not statistically different from each

other, once we’ve conditioned on x. On way to accomplish this test is to aggregate the

estimated propensity score p̂(x), into mutually exclusive strata over its distribution and

then check that the average propensity score within each stratum is uncorrelated with

treatment assignment. Then using this same procedure, we can then check that each

covariate is uncorrelated with treatment assignment within each stratum.

In implementing this test, we use the algorithm proposed by Dehejia and Wahba

(2002). The algorithm works by arbitrarily grouping the data by intervals of the propen-

sity score, where initially the scores within each interval are quite similar. An equality

of means test between treatment and control observations is performed for each of the

regressors contained in x. If there are no statistically significant differences between

treatment and control for each of the covariates in the propensity score regression, then

the regressors are balanced. If a particular regressor is unbalanced for a particular stra-

tum, then that stratum is split into further strata and the test is conducted again. This

iterative process continues until all the regressors are balanced. Tables 3 – 4 shows a

summary of our results from testing the balancing property using this algorithm.

There are 7 strata in the final iteration of the balancing algorithm, and as table 3

shows, in each case the p-value for an equality of means test of the propensity score

between the treatment and control groups is small enough to fail to reject the null
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hypothesis of equality of means. The final step in checking for covariate balance is

shown in table 4, which presents the p-values of an equality of means test for each of

the regressors used in the propensity score regressions reported in table 2. As is evident

from the results, each of the covariates contained in x are well balanced across the 7

strata of the propensity score.

4.3 Estimates of the Impact of LRAD

Table 5 shows our estimates of the average treatment effects that are generated when

matching non-parametrically against the log-odds ratios that are derived from the esti-

mates presented in table 2 over the same region of common support shown in figure 1.

Estimates are presented for each of five choices of functional form for K, with optimal

bandwidths computed by the plug-in formula due to Silverman (1986). This means that

the optimal bandwidth will vary by kernel choice. We benchmark these estimates against

the Guassian kernel with a fixed global bandwidth of 0.05, which gives an upper bound

average treatment effect of R132.46. This estimate declines to R106.35 when we apply

the optimal plug-in bandwidth of 0.26 for the Gaussian kernel. This estimate is remark-

ably similar to the average treatment effects found when applying the Epanechnikov and

Quartic kernels.

The general conclusion we reach when comparing the results of table 5 is that our

estimates of average treatment effects do vary by choice of bandwidth, but in every case,

our estimates of the average impact of LRAD for LRAD beneficiaries always exceeeds

R100 per capita monthly consumption.

These are very sizable effects. In the next section, we explore further whether these

average impacts mask other features of selectivity that a binary treatment approach

cannot account for.

5 Accounting for Duration of Exposure

Figure 2 shows a locally weighted regression of log real per capita consumption ex-

penditure against the estimated propensity score, for treatment households and control

households. The gradients of the fitted curve for treated households is clearly positive

over the entire support of the estimated propensity score, whereas control group house-

holds with predicted probabilities of 50% or more appear to have a negative gradient. If

this negative slope is explained in part by behavioral responses induced by an applicant’s

expectation of imminent approval (say in a manner that is analogous to the problem of
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“Ashenfelter’s dip” encountered in the evaluation of job-training programs), then the

estimated ATT would be upwardly biased, since part of what would be attributed to

LRAD arises because of an artificial widening of the gap in consumption prior to when

ownership of the land is attained.

Such latent heterogeneity might be present even if it were true that LRAD applicants

do not change their behavior in anticipation of receiving the land in the way suggested

by figure 2. Indeed, as Heckman, Smith and Clements (1997b) and Meyer (1995) argue,

one can always learn more by looking at the full distribution of impacts. For example,

our results thus far do not distinguish between the likely impact for a household some

years after entering the program, and that of a household with only a few months of

exposure to the program. Similarly, the binary treatment estimates would assign the

same marginal economic value to the program independent of the duration of exposure.

Yet, outcomes associated with the transfer of productive assets are undoubtedly affected

by learning-by-doing, so one might expect the benefits of a program like LRAD to vary

non-linearly by length of exposure to the program (King and Behrman 2009).

In this section, we extend our analysis of the impact of LRAD to account for these

types of latent heterogeneity, by using an approach that only relies on the treated to

estimate the ATT. A natural way to begin this analysis ordinarily would be to consider

a random coefficients model (Heckman and Robb 1985). However, as we have argued

above, the variables predicting treatment status enter non-linearly in the logit regression

of treatment, which implies that the minimum mean square error approximation to the

underlying CEF (i.e., the non-linear analogue to a linear regression control-function)

does not have a straightforward interpretation, because the regression coefficients in

such a model would actually represent a matrix-weighted average of the gradient of the

CEF (Chamberlain and Leamer 1976). This problem can be overcome if the CEF of our

treatment duration variable were restricted to be linear, as in Angrist (1998), but then

we would still require a large number of observations for each value of treatment duration

to justify this approach. An alternative approach that would not necessitate such an

assumption is the extension of the propensity score approach developed by Hirano and

Imbens (2004).

5.1 Generalizing the Propensity Score

We begin by restricting attention to the sample of households in the treatment group,

i ∈ N1. We then postulate a duration-response function yi(d) for all d ∈ D given that

i ∈ N1; i.e., each household could have any potential outcome from the set D depending
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on its duration of treatment. When treatment status is binary, we have D = {0, 1}, but

here we let D = {d0, d1}. In the context of LRAD, this means that there is a mapping for

every household from the variable pce to the variable Tranfer Date. Like in the binary

case, the evaluation problem reduces to the fact that each household realizes exactly one

outcome, associated with its actual duration in the LRAD program yi = yi(Di), where

Di ∈ [d0, d1]. However, under the continuous treatment case, the problem is further

complicated by the fact that there is more than one counterfactual duration, because we

have Di ∈ D. We therefore define the impact of LRAD in this continuous case in terms

of an average duration-response function, µ(d) = E(yi(d). Our goal then is to uncover

non-constant treatment effects by taking the difference between this average and some

benchmark level of treatment; namely

θ(d) = µ(d)− µ(d̃) = E[y(d)]− E[y(d̃)] d̃, d ∈ D (9)

where d̃ serves as the benchmark duration.22 As in the binary approach, an indepen-

dence assumption regarding treatment assignment is needed. Following Imbens (2000),

we define weak unconfoundedness:23

y(d)⊥D|x ∀d ∈ D

The basic idea behind the approach we adopt here derives from an analogous result

to theorem 2 of Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983). 24 To fix ideas, define r(d, x) as the

conditional density of treatment duration given the covariates

r(d, x) = fD|x(d, x) (10)

and then define a generalized propensity score (GPS) R = r(D,X). Under this frame-

work, Hirano and Imbens (2004) then show that assignment to treatment duration (or

equivalently, the timing of treatment), is unconfounded given the GPS, or fD(d|r(d, x), Y (d)) =

22To simplify the notation, we drop the i subscripting when making reference to realised outcomes
or treatment levels. In our empirical estimates, we set d̃ to be the lowest length of exposure (defined as
a fraction of a year) observed in the data.

23This is essentially a weaker version of the Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983)“strong ignobility” assump-
tion, generalized to multi-valued treatments. Hirano and Imbens (2004) refer to this assumption as weak
unconfoundedness as it does not require joint independence of all potential outcomes, {y(d)}t∈[t0,t1] but
rather that conditional independence holds for each value of D. For alternative approaches to non-binary
treatments, see Behrman, Cheng and Todd (2004) and Imai and van Dyk (2004)

24Recall that their theorem 2 establishes that if treatment assignment is ignorable once we condition
on x, then the same holds true once we condition on p(x)
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fD(t|r(d,X)).25

Armed with this result, Hirano and Imbens (2004) then show how the GPS can

be used to identify µ(d). Two steps are involved in this proof. First, using Bayes

rule and their theorem 1, they show that in estimating the conditional expectation

of the outcomes, all relevant information about the conditional density of the treat-

ment is controlled for by directly conditioning on the treatment level D and the GPS

R.26 Second, to estimate the duration-response function at a particular level of the

treatment they average this conditional expectation over the GPS at that particular

level of the treatment, µ(d) = E[β(d, r(d,X))].27 and then by iterated expectations,

E[β(d, r(d,x))] = E[E[y(d) | r(d,x)]] = E[y(d)] obtains. Thus knowledge of β(D,R) will

identify the average duration-response function, under weak unconfoundedness condi-

tional on the GPS.

5.2 Empirical Estimates

The practical implementation of this methodology proceeds in exactly the same way as

the proof strategy for theorem 2 of Hirano and Imbens (2004). We begin by estimating

the GPS, under the assumption that the conditional density of the duration of treatment

is normally distributed with mean xβ and variance σ2. These parameters are then

estimated by maximum-likelihood, and the estimated GPS is then recovered with

R̂i =
1√

2πσ̂2

(
− 1

2σ̂2
(Di − ˆxiβ)

)
(11)

Then to estimate the duration-response function, we model the conditional expectation

of yi, as a flexible function of Di and Ri

β(Di, Ri) = E[Yi|Di, Ri] = α0 + α1Di + α2D
2
i + α3Ri +

α4R
2
i + α5DiRi (12)

25For the proof, as well as further details about assumptions regarding the probability space used in
the proof, see their theorem 1. Two key assumptions are that D is continuously distributed with
respect to Lebesgue measure on D, and that r(d,x) is measurable with respect to the σ-algebra
generated by x. Based on these assumptions, they then show that using standard results on it-
erated integrals, that the right hand side of this expression can be written as fD(d | r(d,x)) =∫
fD(d | x, r(d,x))dFx(x | r(d,x)) = r(d,x). Then by weak unconfoundedness, they show that this

quantity must equal fD(d | r(d,x)Y (d)) =
∫
fD(d | x, r(d,x), Y (d))dFx(x | Y (d), r(d,x)), which in turn

is equal to the left hand side.
26Formally, this is established in their proof of β(d, r) = E[y(d) | r(d,x) = r] = E[y | D = d,R = r].
27Importantly, note that under this approach, the averaging takes places over the GPS score evaluated

at the treatment level of interest, r(d,x), and not over the GPS itself.
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Equation 12 is then estimated by OLS.28 Once we have the αk, we can then recover the

average duration response function E[y(d)]. Recall that E[y(d)] is identified for particular

levels of duration, so the average must be taken over all households at duration level

d. This effectively equates to averaging over the GPS for each duration level d. By

changing the treatment level at which the averaging takes place, we recover an estimate

of the entire duration-response function.29 This gives a treatment effect estimator of the

form

µ̂(d) = Ê[Y (d)] =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(α̂0 + α̂1 · d+ α̂2 · d2 + α̂3 · r̂(d,xi) (13)

+α̂4 · r̂(t,xi)2 + α̂5 · d · r̂(d,xi))

Finally, to compute a non-constant effect of treatment on treated, we estimate

θ̂(d) = µ̂(d)− µ̂(d̃) ∀d ∈ D (14)

where d̃ has been fixed at a little over 1 month in the program or 41/2284 = 0.018%

of d1. Fig 3 summarizes our estimates of the GPS-adjusted average treatment effect on

the treated, for d ∈ D = {0/365 = 0, 2284/365 = 6.26}. Interestingly, there appears

to be considerable variation is the impact of LRAD depending on the amount of time

elapsed after beneficiaries gain ownership. The size of the impact reaches the binary

non-parametric ATT estimates by the end of the first year of being in the program,

and rises further to reach a maximum of R275 midway through the third year in the

program.

A very noticeable feature of the results is that the tails of the distribution of these

impacts appear to have more sampling variability than that of the more intermediate

range of impacts (roughly in the range of 1.5 − 4 years). This pattern appears very

closely related to the empirical density of the duration variable (not shown), which

revealed lower concentrations of mass outside this interval.

The positive gradient of these estimated treatment effects up until about 3.5 years

is not surprising. As King and Behrman (2009) have argued, a variety of factors might

account for why there could be a lag, or more gradual realization of the benefits of anti-

28Recall that the first part of theorem 2 in Hirano and Imbens (2004) establishes the equivalence
of β(d, r) and β(D,R), under weak unconfoundedness given the GPS. We experiment with various
specifications for this regression and conclude that not much additional explanatory power is added by
including higher than second-order polynomials in D and R.

29We estimate standard errors and confidence intervals for each point along the duration-response
function using bootstrap methods. However, in principal, analytical standard errors can also be com-
puted given the parametric forms of the GPS and β(D,R).
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poverty programs. This is especially the case for a program like LRAD, which is aimed

not only at affecting rural livelihoods directly, by changing the incentives governing

work effort, but also indirectly through changing the underlying wealth distribution in

rural areas. Once a household enters the program, further selection effects are likely

to kick-in through factors such as learning-by-doing which will undoubtedly start to

play a role in how quickly positive effects begin to materialize. The large theoretical

literature on poverty traps which show the ways in which non-convextities in production

and consumption decisions might affect long-run outcomes confirms this intuition.30

However, the estimated treatment effects shown in figure 3 are not entirely consistent

with this interpretation of learning by doing, because the impacts tend to decline from

about year 4, about as sharply as they rise between years 0-2. One possible explanation

here is that these households might have originated under an older program which LRAD

replaced towards the end of 2001. Since the fieldwork of our study was completed in

2007, it is likely that households falling into the 5-6 year window originated under this

older program of land redistribution which did not subject applications to the same type

of screening process as entailed in the LRAD program.

6 Conclusion

Convincing empirical evidence of the impacts of land reforms are extremely rare, both

in South Africa as well as elsewhere in the developing world. One of the main obstacles

to scientific study of this question is that land reforms are, by definition, non-random

events. Arguably, the most interesting of reforms one would want to study arise en-

dogenously, either as a response to, or as a cause of, conflict. This fact places limits on

the uses of experimental approaches to identifying impacts. In this paper, we devised

a quasi-experimental matching method to investige the impact of one such programme:

South Africa’s Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development (LRAD) program,

launched in 2001.

To identify average treatment effects, we extracted exogenous variation in treatment

assignment by first studying qualitatively the screening and administrative processes

through which LRAD applications are required to pass, and then replicated our intuitions

of this screening process in empirically modeling a household’s selection probability.

Finally, we matched treatment and control households non-parametrically on the basis

of these estimates and then estimated the change in welfare (as measured by changes in

per-capita monthly consumption) for programme participants, using a range of matching

30See for example Galor and Zeira (1993).
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estimators.

Our results showed that LRAD has very strong poverty-reducing effects: accounting

for heterogeneity of benefits, we estimate treatment effects of the program that peak at

approximately 275 Rand per capita monthly consumption. Assuming a discount rate of

5%, this estimate translates to a discounted gain in monthly per capita consumption of

about 50% after three years of exposure to the program.

It is hard to simulate the precise magnitude by which rural poverty could be expected

to decrease as a result of the LRAD program, because such simulations are by nature

somewhat arbitrary. This is exacerbated in the case of South Africa where there is

some controversy over where to set the poverty threshold for rural areas. Woolard

and Leibbrandt (2007) provide an interesting sensitivity analysis of the national head

count index based on a menu of 10 different poverty lines currently in use by various

governmental agencies and departments responsible for tracking poverty in South Africa.

Arguably the two most widely used lines are those used by Stats SA and the Household

Effective Level (HEL) line. Woolard and Leibbrandt (2007) report that the lower bound

of the Stats SA line stands at R416.99 (November 2005 prices, per capita) whereas

the HEL line on the other hand is R555.55 (November 2005 prices, per capita). A

conservative approach is to take the average of these two lines. This gives us a notional

poverty threshold of R486.27 per capita. As table ?? indicates, average per capita

consumption expenditure for households in the LRAD control group stood at R467.06.

Thus, on average, households in our control group are defined as poor according to this

metric. One (arguably crude) measure of the poverty impact of LRAD would be to

evaluate where the average non-participating household would stand once exposed to

the program. By this approach even our lowest estimate of the average treatment effect

of LRAD (R104.86) is large enough to bump the average household over the poverty

threshold by a significant amount. Our analysis of the longer run impacts suggest that

these gains rise till about three years into the program and then decline, but this decline

is probably due to households that entered LRAD at an early stage when it was arguably

easier to pass the screening process.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

Variables All Treatment Control
Households Households Households

Per Capita Consumption (pce) 501.70 594.46 467.06
(824.16) (1098.11) (692.11)

Application Date (doseapp) 1708.41 1801.67 1673.66
(1180.92) (760.83) (1301.87)

Transfer Date (doserec) − 951.14 −
− (330.77) −

Family Labour (onfarmemp) 0.53 0.79 0.44
(1.06) (1.29) (0.94)

Household Head is Male (sexhhead) 0.69 0.75 0.67
(0.46) (0.43) (0.47)

Education of Household Head (hheadeduc) 6.00 6.45 5.83
(4.61) (4.88) (4.50)

Mean Farming Experience (farmexper) 1.50 1.59 1.46
(3.76) (3.70) (3.78)

Household Size (residents) 6.10 6.05 6.11
(3.69) (3.54) (3.74)

Relocated to Participate (moved) 0.11 0.21 0.07
(0.31) (0.41) (0.26)

Notes: Sample sizes of treatment group = 448; sample size of control group = 1202. Monthly
per capita consumption expenditure is in 2005 Rands. Application Date and Transfer Date
are measured as the number of days elapsed between the relevant milestone and the date of
commencement of fieldwork. Tests of the restriction that the difference in means for each
variable between the treatment and control groups equal zero: pce (p = 0.0053); doseapp
(p = 0.0502); onfarmemp (p = 0.0000); sexhead (p = 0.0008); hheadeduc (p = 0.0147);
farmexper (p = 0.5434); residents (p = 0.7425); moved (p = 0.0000).
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Table 2: Propensity Score Regressions

Variable Unbalanced Balanced
Family Labour .252 .342

(.052)∗∗∗ (.064)∗∗∗

Application Date .623 44.787
(.082)∗∗∗ (3.745)∗∗∗

Household Head is Male .385 .353
(.131)∗∗∗ (.146)∗∗

Education of Household Head (yrs) .052 -.867
(.013)∗∗∗ (.259)∗∗∗

Mean Farming Experience (yrs) .009 -1.819
(.015) (.587)∗∗∗

Household Size .001
(.020)

Relocated to Participate 1.321
(.205)∗∗∗

Application Date Squared -3.058
(.253)∗∗∗

Education of household head Squared .006
(.004)∗

Mean farming experience Squared -.002
(.002)

Education × Experience .146
(.081)∗

Application Date × Experience .243
(.078)∗∗∗

Application Date × Education .108
(.034)∗∗∗

Application Date × Experience × Education -.019
(.011)∗

Const. -6.272 -164.461
(.638)∗∗∗ (13.878)∗∗∗

Notes: The regressions are based on the logit model. The dependent variable equals one if the
household is in the LRAD treatment group and zero if it is in the LRAD control group.
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Table 3: Propensity Score Balance

Strata p̂(x) cutoff N0 N1 p-value
1.00 0.02 227 11 0.2605
2.00 0.1 160 32 0.2504
3.00 0.2 318 139 0.9713
4.00 0.4 180 173 0.1200
5.00 0.6 24 23 0.0156
6.00 0.7 7 32 0.1618
7.00 0.8 8 38 0.2496

Notes: ”Strata” refers to mutually exclusive in-
tervals of the estimated propensity score distri-
bution. These intervals are defined by the cut-off
points given by p̂(x). The fifth column in the ta-
ble reports the p-value of a two-sided test of the
null hypothesis of a difference in the mean value
of the estimate propensity score between treat-
ment and control within each stratum.
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Table 4: Covariate Balance

Strata of p̂(x)
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Family Labour 0.316 0.277 0.353 0.054 0.351 0.504 0.648
Application Date 0.101 0.600 0.012 0.630 0.121 0.776 0.679
Household Head is Male 0.060 0.078 0.450 0.532 0.045 0.026 0.518
Education of Household Head (yrs) 0.058 0.435 0.098 0.314 0.391 0.944 0.019
Mean Farming Experience (yrs) 0.126 0.734 0.381 0.478 0.583 0.427 0.660
Household Size 0.651 0.025 0.746 0.026 0.040 0.161 0.396
Relocated to Participate 0.417 0.426 0.561 0.917 0.684 0.082 0.020
Application Date Squared 0.094 0.569 0.011 0.656 0.120 0.806 0.690
Education of household head Squared 0.096 0.522 0.044 0.107 0.371 0.922 0.055
Mean farming experience Squared 0.405 0.505 0.403 0.197 0.847 0.565 0.620
Education 0.092 0.796 0.990 0.770 0.816 0.708 0.239
Application Date × Experience 0.165 0.700 0.417 0.473 0.642 0.427 0.658
Application Date × Education 0.165 0.550 0.189 0.361 0.410 0.962 0.016
Application Date × Experience × Education 0.107 0.861 0.954 0.759 0.867 0.725 0.254

Notes: The table shows that the covariates are balanced once we condition on the propensity score. The column headings
refer to the 7 intervals of the propensity score distribution within which the estimated propensity score is balanced (see
table 3. The entries in each table report the p-value for an equality of means test of each regressor by treatment status.
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Table 5: Average Treatment Effect on Per Capita Consumption

Kernel Kernel Optimal ATT S.E SE
Function K(s) Bandwidth Analytical Bootstrapped

Unmatched − 132.76 50.25 −

Gaussian (2π)−1/2 exp(−s2/2) − 132.46 64.96 54.99

Gaussian (2π)−1/2 exp(−s2/2) 0.26 106.35 61.84 57.76

Epanechnikov 3
4

(1− s2)× 1(|s| < 1) 0.59 104.43 61.91 55.69

Quartic 15
16

(1− s2)2 × 1(|s| < 1) 0.69 104.86 61.87 61.95

Rectangular 1
2

(|s| < 1) 0.23 117.50 63.57 59.90

Tricube 70
80

(1− s3)3 × 1(|s| < 1) 0.50 113.91 62.57 64.71

Stratification 0.50 136.24 58.53 57.90

Notes: The first ATT estimate using the Gaussian Kernel uses a fixed global bandwidth of
0.05, whereas the remaining Kernel estimators use an optimal bandwidth calculated according
to Silverman’s (1986) plug-in formula. Bootstrapped standard errors are over 100 replications.
Matching occurs over the common support of the log-odds ratio. In addition, a further trimming
rule of 2% is used. Stratification matching is based directly on the strata used in the tests for
balance: let i denote the ith treated household; let j denote the jth control household, let b
denote the bth stratum, and let y refer to the outcome variable. Then within each stratum, we
compute ATTb = (Nb,1)−1

P
i∈I(b) y1i − (Nb,0)−1

P
j∈I(b) y0j where Ib is the set of households

in the bth stratum, and where Nb,1 and Nb,0 are the subsets within Ib that fall into the treatment
group or control group respectively. Within each stratum, we then weight each difference in
means by the proportion of treated households falling into the that stratum. Summing the
resulting weighted differences over the entire distribution of the propensity score gives ATTStrat =P6

b=1 ATTb ×
P

i∈Ib
DiP

Di
.
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